
Online Curriculum
Evidence Based Training
for surrounding peers and

supporting adults with coordinating
lessons for students with diverse learning needs

Pre K-Elementary School





Identified Prevalence of Autism Spectrum Disorder

THE
NEED

Prevalence is the number o people in a population
that have a condition relative to all o the people in
the population

       

Peer P.... receive etensive training to understand and 
remain sae even in challenging situations.
eing prepared and knowing what to do provides the con
dence peers need to have successul social interactions.
e address challenging behaviors that others dont.
hile maintaining saety is our number one goal there is no hile maintaining saety is our number one goal there is no 
way to be around young autistic children without addressing 
behaviors that commonly interere or prevent developing and 
maintaining riendships with non autistic peers.

ith  children being diagnosed with 
what are you doing to ensure successul classrooms

Peer P.... is the answer.
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Therapy
13%

Home
12%

School
33%

Sleep
42%

WHERE                                          WHEN                                             WHY

PEER P.A.L.S.
WHERE WHEN WHY

Being at school with friends is often the 
best part of a child’s day. But for an au-
tistic child, that is work. After school 
when most kids are being kids, autistic 
children are likely in therapy, tutoring, 
adult led activities, or home. 

Every child spends most of their waking 
day in a classroom with the same indi-
viduals for a school year. Yet, few gen-
eral education nonautistic peers under-
stand or know what to do to success-
fully interact with their autistic peers.

As a BCBA, working in school districts, I 
saw first hand the need for increased social 
opportunities; justaposed with a need for 
skill acquisition, adult support, pull out 
therapy and challenging behaviors forms a 
barrier to child to child interaction. As a 
result autistic children and their nonautistic 
peers continue to make the same mistakes.peers continue to make the same mistakes.

Peers surrounding children with autism make the best and most natural social models and can
provide support in the naturally occurring environment making the skillls more sustainable.



  ational nstitue o ealth   
unded a study that shits away rom commonly 
used interventions that ocus on the children 
with autism directly and trained their typical 
developing peers how to interact with them.
eal lie doesnt happen in a lab but ew reeal lie doesnt happen in a lab but ew re

search studies reect that. is study shows that 
taking into account a persons typical environ
ment may improve treatment outcomes. . 
nsel irector o  a part o .
enets rom this and other studies variy the enets rom this and other studies variy the 
need to shit the ocus o intervention to in
clude and ocus on peers.
ederal law mandates schools use eviederal law mandates schools use evi
dencebased practices P. Peer Pals is an 
P being replicated  resulting rom the pilot 

program in  and data based revisions rom 
over  years o implementation with hundreds 
o children with autism and their Peer P.... 

WHY
CHOOSE US?

“Real life doesn’t happen in a lab but few research studies reflect that.”
Director of NIMH

Peer P.... is the creation o a board certied be
havior analyst and teacher with a masters degree in 
education and over  years eperience and partner
ship with school districts and working with children 
with   in schools community and home.

isit the ebsite to iew ur esearch evelopment and vidence ased Practices

t all started one summer years ago while working as a 
onsulting ehavior nalyst with a student who was 
nonspeaking with no unctional orm o communica
tion. he used hitting as a orm o communication on 
average  times a day. very time someone came 
near she hit at them mostly in an eort to escape de
mands. ometimes she also hit to seek attention. ue 
to her behavior she was surrounded by supportive 
adults unintentionally but urther isolating her rom 
other social interactions.

ts no wonder she had no riends.  went home and asked my daughter to volunteer as a peer pal.  pulled 
my daughters hair into a ponytail dressed her in a long sleeve shirt or arm protection and said  youre 
coming to work with me. ogether well teach a girl how  to play and communicate appropriately. hes 
going to try to hit you when you get close. o we practiced strategies as  taught her what to do. e result 
was the girl had a  decrease in hitting that summer.  saw the ull impact o having a trained typical 
peer to beriend and mentor a child with special needs. ut that was ust hal o it. verhearing my daugh
ter say her prayers one night  heard her say she wished all kids could talk. pparently we think alike. us 
like the student  eperienced a  decrease in my spare time as  ormally developed the Peer P....  
Program.



OUR
VALUE

It takes specialized knowledge, a lot of work and formal training to support autistic students. The Peer P.A.L.S.® pro-
gram provides extensive training helping surrounding peers and supporting adults to understand:
1. the basics of a disability
2. the core features of autism (communication, reciprocal interaction, and restrictive repetitive patterns of behavior or 
interests),
3. and behavioral challenges across the autism spectrum.

The program focuses on providing a variety of interventions to address the core features. By developing key skills and 
attitudes autistic students and surrounding peers are able to be successful forming positive and lasting relationships. 
Autistic students are supported and understood by peers and adults in a caring, inclusive learning environment. Peers 
become a valuable resource.

Our engaging animated modules were designed to fit into a school day without loss of academic time. This is accom-
plished through a series of 20-minute “lunch and learn” presentations. Bring your lunch to the classroom, the teacher 
turns on the video, then as everyone eats, I do all the work.



THE NEED
THE OUTCOMES



OUR
ANIMATED MODULES

Module 6 Rough Waters
Activity: Create a Stress Ball can be completed with a few 
inexpensive items.

                          
                                           Balloons

   Funnels

                                                              Bag of Sand

Module 5 Socialization
Activity: Keeping your conversation aoat can be completed 
with a few classroom materials.

Student Visual Supports

Module 4 Learning
Activity: Prompting Strips Sets for Student, 
Facilitator and Peer P.A.L.S.®
(You Print, Laminate and Assemble)

An activity corresponds with each module. 
You print out and students build
their survival skills by completing activites 
with assistance from Peer P.A.L.S.®

  Student
Supports-
Prompting
Strips



Pragmatic skill acquisition is essential not only for successful so-
cialization, but also for group interaction skills, job interviews 
and all interpersonal relations. Neurotypical individuals acquire 
pragmatic skills through observation beginning with the develop-
ment of joint attention as an infant. Individuals with autism 
spectrum disorder are unable to gleen from observation alone the 
skills needed to successfully interact with others. Direct instruc-

learned skills and continued observation of appropriate interac-
tions will result in improved pragmatics for individuals with 
autism. Peer facilitated interactions are an evidence based in-
tervention proven successful with individuals with autism. How-
ever, peers must be instructed in how to facilitate in those inter-
actions effectively and safely in order for them to result in im-
proved pragmatic skills. The Peer P.A.L.S. program provides an 
entertaining, evidence based instructional tool for typical peers 
to learn how to effectively engage with individuals with asd re-
sulting in improved pragmatic skills. Peers are taught about the 
characteristics of autism and how to engage an individual with 
autism in a safe and motivating manner. 

Over the last 15 years I have observed students instructed 
through the Peer PAL program facilitate social interactions more 
Over the last 15 years I have observed students instructed 
through the Peer PAL program facilitate social interactions more 
efficiently than any other social intervention. This program pro-
vides a learning opportunity for those affected by autism, neuro-
typical peers and our community as a whole. With the numbers of 
individuals with autism growing rapidly our communities will need 
to be aware of the characteristics of autism and the strategies 

brought the information back to their friends at school, on the 
bus, on the baseball field, to college settings and later to place 
of work or their own family. The skills learned by both those af-
fected by autism and typical peers are essential not only to the 
individuals themselves, but also to the development and success 
of our community as a whole. -Joanne Sweazey, 

Executive Director, The Hope Center for Autism, Inc.Executive Director, The Hope Center for Autism, Inc.

THE
TESTIMONIALS



“Since the program started she
is sharing a lot better and
seems to be more in tune to
other children’s feeling”

Emma’s Mom (Kelly)

“After the program, Christopher
had the skills to improve his
peer relationships and had
made a new friend”

Christopher’s Mom



PROGRAM
LOGIC MODEL



Want to learn more?
Carly Aguilar (Apap)
carlyapap@gmail.com

(772) 285-0805
Visit our webpages for pricing and take a peek at some of the module clips

www.peerpals.us
Peer P.A.L.S.®  ©2022
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